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PROPOSAL

For my thesis project, I propose to create a series of figurative paintings depicting

intimate moments between friends and lovers. Through this work, I will be exploring

experiences of internalized homophobia, how it is felt and expressed, and the impact it has on

relationships. I plan to make seven to ten 24 x 30-inch paintings using acrylic and oil paint. I will

draw from my personal history of understanding my sexuality, examining what made me hesitant

to accept myself, looking at past relationships, and addressing what societal messages I have

internalized. In my paintings, I want to capture the beauty and joy that exist within queer

romances, as well as the subconscious shame. My initial questions guiding my work are; What

counts as intimacy? How can I examine and challenge my own subconscious beliefs? How is

affection expressed when you don’t have space to be honest?

My personal experiences will primarily influence this body of work. I think back on

childhood crushes I could not process, high school romances I felt unable to talk about, and the

happiness and confusion that came with accepting my authentic self. I have also been curious

about common themes in queer representation and the impact mainstream media has on LGBT

youth. Thinking back on my childhood, I can hardly remember any gay characters on TV or in

books. When I did start seeing lesbian representation, it was often oversexualized, or their

sexuality was the butt of the joke. This lack of visibility partially led me to think that pursuing

gay relationships was not an option. These tropes in representation impact how queer people

view themselves and how straight people see and treat us. I want to create this work because I’m

curious about what difference seeing authentic queer representation when I was younger would

have meant to me. Would it have allowed me to feel more comfortable with myself earlier in

life?



Over the past few months, I’ve been collecting photographs from Scrap PDX. Looking

through these has me thinking about how people document their moments, how these photos can

be a manifestation of precious memories. I’m hoping to embody the same spirit of these

snapshots in my paintings, documentation of fleeting moments that hold individual significance.

Painting has become my medium of choice; it gives me time to consider and reflect, it allows me

a space to spend time with my thoughts. These paintings will be a way for me to question

societal beliefs I have internalized and how they have impacted my relationship with myself.

They are a way for me to evaluate my past actions and feelings. I will also assess how my

experiences relate to widespread structures of homophobia and the role mainstream

representation has played in forming harmful stereotypes.

I have been making 6 x 7.5-inch drawings throughout my proposal semester, the same

ratio as my eventual 24 x 30-inch paintings. I’ve been making these drawings to plan out

compositions, put my memories into a form that others can interpret, and figure out the meanings

behind the scenarios I’m picturing. These works will be based on specific memories and

experiences relating to the gradual understanding of my queer identity. The personal meanings

behind these paintings may only be known by myself and the people I explain them to. The

audience can come to their conclusions. I don’t feel the need to make every aspect of my

inspiration known. I want to depict subtle, intimate moments, which are so commonplace that

they blend into the background but still show trust and connection between the subjects. People

can show intimacy and love in the smallest of gestures. These low-key expressions of romance

and affection have been common in my life, as I often felt unable to express the full range of my

feelings for another person. I hope to capture unspoken affection between people and what

intimacy and love may look like when you don’t dare express yourself fully.



ARTIST STATEMENT

Art is a means to process and express emotions. I paint to make sense of my experiences,

feelings and sensations. I am interested in relationships, our relationships with others, our

relationship to ourselves, our relationships to our body. Through depicting personal memories

and allowing these moments to be viewed, a connection is forged between myself and the viewer.

I enjoy allowing my audience to construct their own narratives and conclusions. The scenes are

my own, but they can belong to others.



THESIS ABSTRACT

The discovery of one's sexual orientation does not have to be frightening, but yet it often

is. Societal messages tell queer people to be fearful. LGBT youth receive limited support when

figuring out their sexual orientation, identity and intimate relationships.Without this support and

foundation, a person may begin to think the kind of connections they crave are not possible, that

they are something to be ashamed of. When someone spends their adolescence avoiding a part of

themselves, avoiding the types of relationships they want, how does that affect their sense of self

work and the way they experience intimacy?

Restaging memories from my adolescence, I explore subliminal desire and expressions of

affection, as well as how and internalized homonegativity impacts intimacy. I've specifically

focused on memories from my teenage years, the time people are beginning to develop and

understand their sexuality. I’ve depicted actions and rituals I associate with coming of age.

Lacking the ability to fully understand or accept one's own sexuality, a person finds loopholes to

appease that part of themself, finding ways to feel the connection they crave without admitting

their feelings.

I used this work to process past experiences. These paintings gave me a place to

recognize the fears I still hold on to as well the wonderful experiences I have had by letting them

go. Since these feelings of shame and homonegativity are formed by external influence, outside

support plays a role in their unlearning. This work was a way to celebrate all love between

women, and the thrilling sensations that come with being close to someone. It gave me a chance

to evaluate the ways internalized shame and its subsequent unlearning has affected my

relationships.



ORAL PRESENTATION

Hello everyone, thank you for being here today. My name is Shannon Driscoll, welcome

to my thesis presentation. I’d like to thank Sara Siestreem for being a wonderful mentor and

Michelle Ross for her guidance. I would also like to thank my friends and family for supporting

me through my education.

Before I begin, I’d like to acknowledge that Portland, Oregon lies within the traditional

homelands of the Multnomah, Oregon City Tumwater, Watlala, and Clackamas Chinooks and the

Tualatin Kalapuya Peoples who were relocated to the Grand Ronde Reservation under the

Kalapuya, etc., 1855, ratified treaty (also known as the Willamette Valley Treaty, 1855). Today,

these Tribes are a part of the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde. The Grand Ronde people

continue to maintain a connection to their ancestral homelands and maintain their traditional

cultural practices.

Last spring I proposed a series of figurative paintings depicting intimate moments

between lovers and friends to explore the endless ways affection is expressed, as well as how

fears of vulnerability and internalized homonegativity impact intimacy. My initial guiding

questions were; what counts as intimacy? How is care shown when you don't have the space to

be honest? And how does one convey affection when they don't even understand their true

feelings?

The scenes I have painted show expressions of understated intimacy and subliminal

desire. Common, mundane encounters that come to have lasting impressions and hold immense

significance. My personal experience has greatly influenced this work, such as childhood crushes

I could not process and high school romances I felt I could not talk about. I've specifically

focused on memories from my teenage years. This is the time people are developing and



beginning to understand their sexuality as well as forming some of their first meaningful

relationships and friendships. I’ve depicted actions and rituals I associate with coming of age and

coming to awareness of one's own sexuality.

The discovery of one's sexual orientation does not have to be frightening, but yet it often

is. Societal messages tell queer people to be fearful. LGBT youth receive limited support when

figuring out their sexual orientation, identity and intimate relationships. There's an assumption

that everyone is heterosexual, this belief results in an understanding of relationship building that

is entrenched in heterosexism; it also creates additional layers one must peel back when forming

their identity.

The insufficient representation of queer individuals and relationships effects queer youth.

Having accurate representation helps validate one’s identity and their desired relationships.

Without this support and foundation, a person may begin to think the kind of connections they

crave are not possible, that they are something to be ashamed of. When someone spends their

adolescence avoiding a part of themselves, avoiding the types of relationships they want, how

does that affect the way they experience intimacy? Their sense of self-worth? Their attachment

style?

Lacking the ability to fully understand or accept one's own sexuality, a person finds

loopholes to appease that part of themself, finding ways to feel the connection they crave without

admitting their feelings. Within this body of work, I’m looking to examine how external

homonegativity can create fears about intimate relationships and the techniques formed to cope

with these fears. I’m painting moments of unspoken affection and subtle intimacy. The way love

is expressed when there is an inability to process your true feelings.



In SHARED CURIOSITY, two girls sit on a bed in front of a laptop, watching two

different girls kissing on screen. The digital image mirrors the two girls, mirroring their

unspoken desire. They are comfortable with one another, relaxing in a nest of blankets.

During one's early teenage years, during puberty, sexual curiosity is at an all time high.

This is the time you find yourself exploring your mutual fascination at sleepovers, indulging in

that shared curiosity. Watching pornnography with another person creates an imitation of

intimacy, a way to connect without actually engaging. You sit side by side, wondering what the

other is thinking, realizing she is probably experiencing something different. The mystery and

guessing of the others' thoughts makes it intimate. It is a very personal thing to share together,

due to the fact that these videos are usually intended for private consumption. This sexual

exploration is a common, natural adolescent experience.

For many, pornography is their first view of sex, it is a wildly inaccurate first impression.

This exposure influences a young persons expectations of sex, and physical intimacy espically

when formal sexual education is scarse. It can create presumptions about how someone thinks

they or others should act and what they think they should or shouldn't enjoy.

On the other hand, watching and reading such things can push a person into realizing

what they want or don't want, shaking loose certain desires. In high school, when watching

pornagraphy with groups of friends, it is more like a research project rather than a means of

self-pleasure. You laugh and compare notes, unconsciously forming ideas of what is expected

and accepted.

Socio-cultural influences play a role in sexuality, forming what behaviors are seen as

acceptable. Societal outlooks on homosexuality impact the ways LGBT youth think about



themselves. By consuming media, by interacting with your peers and the world, you learn what

is tolerable.

Shame surrounding sexual thoughts and emotional desires can be experienced by people

across the sexuality spectrum but are typically felt more intensely by those with same-sex

attraction. The developmental changes that occur during puberty are complex, LGBT youth face

the same challenges as their heterosexual peers but must also contend with social stigma

regarding their sexual orientation.Shame is a personal experience in which external messages

become internalized. The core of shame is feeling like the self is unacceptable or flawed, this can

lead to a sense of unworthiness and low self-esteem. Shame leads to a wish to hide, to keep the

part of the self you perceive as inadequate hidden away.

The feelings of shame over normal instincts comes from lack of information, and a

sexually repressed and often homophobic culture with restrictive attitudes towards sex, typically

formed by religious values. In discussions and education about sex and relationships, it is

commonly talked about in purely heterosexual terms, communicating that sex and relationships

should occur only between a man and a woman. These subtle messages discounting queer

sexuality is a form of homophobia.

When going through puberty, a person might feel that their body is visible in ways it

wasn't before. During this developmental phase, it's common to experience near constant

embarrassment over your changing body and developing sexuality, both feel overwhelmingly

confusing. The changes can feel wrong and shameful, natural impulses become a source of guilt.

In STRIPPED RAW, a woman is waxing her pubic hair, she positions herself with one leg

raised, preparing to pull the strip off. Her shadow clings to her body, acting as a second figure.



Waxing is a private and painful beauty ritual. Inflicting pain to meet an unreasonable

standard. Body hair removal is something many girls are taught to do from a young age and are

possibly teased by their peers if they don't.

In middle school and high school you start to develop these beauty routines in tandem

with other girls. Learning and copying off one another, judging and looking for each other's

approval. At times willingly harming yourself for the approval of society. Worrying about peer

rejection keeps you engaged in these rituals, whether you enjoy them or not. Looking to gain

acceptance in a heterosexual culture leads people to hide or change parts of themself, coming up

with strategies to earn praise from the people surrounding you.

It is a private and personal thing, adjusting yourself for the approval of others. Readying

your body and yourself in the way you've been told is best. This internalized pressure to conform

to the aesthetics and behaviors of the dominant society begins to shape your self-worth. It makes

you feel that you must meet some unknown goal before letting others into your life.

Societal homonegativity impacts one's sense of self. Homophobic experiences during

LGBT identity development can potentially lead to behavioral and mental health issues. Having

a strong sense of self prepares an individual for intimacy, without this, an ability to find and

create relationships might be compromised. A dislike of the self prevents the formation of

healthy emotional connections. The relationship you have with yourself greatly impacts the

relationships you have with others.

In EATEN FRUIT, two people take a bite out of the same apple, their knees just barely

touching, hands overlapping as they hold up the fruit together. Their action mimics a kiss but the

apple separates their lips. Playing party games that foster physical intimacy is a common



experience for young people, games like spin the bottle and truth or dare. Games that give you a

chance to get close to another without initiating it.

At summer camp we would play a game where we would pass an orange down the line

using only your chin and neck. When forming the line you'd always try to stand next to the

person you had a crush on. This becomes common, creating these loopholes, consciously or

subconsciously, to get close to girls you're attracted to without exposing your true feelings.

When feeling impulses that are deemed socially unsuitable, a person may channel and

transform those desires into socially acceptable actions. This defense mechanism protects the self

from feelings of distress and brings a feeling of satisfaction that overcomes the barrier of

repression. Sublimation typically functions on a subconscious level, it is used to protect the self

from feelings of guilt. Sublimating homosexuality sometimes comes up as frusturation or anger.

Other times it manifests in a tight knit friendship, albeit a friendship full of undiscussed feelings.

Sublimation works for the time being, but eventually causes harm as the real, underlying issues

go unaddressed.

Brief moments of closeness created by your loopholes come to hold a great amount of

significance, allowing you to indulge in feelings they are not ready to show. They also begin to

solidify what it is you really desire. You find yourself thinking of ways to get closer to her,

accompanied by worries that by feeling these things you are breaking her trust, so you feel

ashamed, ashamed of the affection that you crave. This dilemma between romantic desires and

negative beliefs of the self leads to an excess of uncomfortable emotions.

Intimacy, both emotional and physical, can feel extremely difficult. It can make a person

feel much too vulnerable, too exposed. One might find themselves pulling away when it becomes



too much, too serious, when they are not ready to acknowledge their feelings. This fear is a

problem when you really do crave connection.

In this painting, EATEN FRUIT, the figures are connected, they're sharing a tender

moment, yet something stops them from closing the space between them. Would it be easier or

harder to close that gap? The apple is more of a metaphor, a barrier formed to keep a distance, to

avoid the panic that comes with intimacy, with being known, to avoid the internalized shame that

has developed around those desires. Dismantling these defence mechanisms is necessary for

making meaningful connections and to learn the rewards of vulnerability no matter how scary it

may feel.

In SPIT UP, a woman spits bloody teeth into a friend's hand. The second woman stands

behind her, willingly extending her hand to catch the fallen, broken teeth. She hovers behind as a

protective presence. Blood droplets stain the girl's pink flowered shirt. In this image there's a

combination of both horror and tenderness. The horror within the blood and pain, the tenderness

in the companionship and care, there is panic and comfort existing side by side.

Comforting others and being comforted through panic and distress takes a certain amount

of trust and care, on both ends. Opening yourself up like that, letting yourself be known creates a

bond. Vulnerability fosters intimacy and connection. ---If you can get over the embarrassment of

crying in front of someone, you might find it freeing or even rewarding. Feelings that say you are

undeserving of another's support and companionship prevent this type of intimacy, the intimacy

that comes with being truly known. Sublimating your homosexuality can also lead to anger

bubbling up in unexpected ways, directed at yourself and others. When you've learned to keep

things hidden, sharing closely guarded secrets can feel like opening up a wound, the exposure is

uncomfortable.



Losing teeth is painful and incredibly distressing. Dreams about teeth falling out are often

associated with loss, dread, insecurity and feeling out of control. With these emotions in mind,

the loss of teeth represents the difficult sensations relationships bring to the surface.  Consuming

fears of rejection and abandonment, fears that attraction won't be reciprocated. Similar worries

may intensify when experiencing same-sex attraction, people may feel panic in situations that

bring up gay thoughts. What if she is disgusted? What if she's angry? What if she doesn't want to

be friends anymore? Loving anybody and being loved feels like danger, there's too much to lose.

These worries might have formed to protect you but now they are holding you back.

Letting down certain defences can also result in acceptance, and a steady unlearning of

negative societal messages. What if she embraces it? What if she feels the same way? Maybe she

still wants to be best friends? It is not an unrequited love, it is a love different from what you've

imagined, but it is still incredibly valuable.

As a teen, the friendships and relationships you form have a particular intensity. There's

the newness, the timidness, the uncertainty, and the excitement of youthful romance. You're

forming some of your first independent connections outside your family, everything about it is

important. You find friends to share your deepest thoughts and fears with, whispering secret

topics of teen angst. There is an uneasy gloom to girlhood. You bond over similar struggles,

social anxieties, budding sexualities, blossoming mental illness. These are emotions a young

person hasn't a clue how to cope with, but it feels good to share with someone who understands

and who is going through the same things. There is a great depth of intimacy to be reached with

someone who understands you. Many of the friendships I formed as a teenager were marked by

obsessive affection and hopeless devotion, feeling enthralled with her, feeling like this friendship



is more important than any other, realizing that what you are feeling is love. Still, laying next to

her is such isolation.

In PIERCED THROUGH, A girl lies on her back, another girl leans over her, pushing a

needle through her belly button. There is an obvious discomfort in the action, the piercing of the

skin, and yet her face shows no pain. Body modification by a friend is a significant bonding

experience, it is a test of trust, especially when that friend is untrained. It is an action that leaves

you with a physical memory of that person. This act of piercing or tattooing is something many

young people do between friends, it is a way to make your body your own, a coming of age

custom, an exciting thing to do on a friday night.

Two of my high school best friends tried to pierce my bellybutton when we were fifteen.

As you might have expected it did not go very well and I still have the scar to prove it. It was

painful, yes, but what I remember most was their efforts to comfort me, playing calming music

and stroking my hair. Looking back it was all very sweet. Three girls engaged in a secret,

exciting ritual, exhilarated by their proximity to one another. In another instance, I remember a

girl I had a crush on asking me to give her a stick and poke tattoo. I remember feeling very

honored that she asked me, I felt like I had a chance.

To be fully exposed and to feel safe at the same time requires a great amount of trust.

You're allowing another person to alter your body in a way that is often permanent, a mark that

will connect the two of you forever. This trust can lead to pain, but that doesn't always mean it

was a mistake. Letting people into your life, letting yourself be known is not an easy process, but

it is one worth going through.



Insecurity about one's identity and relationships can start to be healed through healthy

peer and intimate relations. Since these feelings of shame and homonegativity are formed by

external influence, outside support plays a role in their unlearning. The remedy of shame is to

risk exposing that shamed part to another. Little by little. Through finding community, shame can

be disconfirmed and that restricting, negative self-image may be cast aside.

Painting was my natural choice for this work. The process of painting and of developing

these compositions gave me a space to think and reflect. These scenes were inspired by

memories. To create reference images, I restaged the selected memories with friends that were

then photographed. The ability for photography to capture mundane yet significant, fleeting

moments was something I hoped to mimic in my work. Using the photographs I made drawings.

The drawings helped me better understand the forms and anatomy in the photos before I moved

on to painting. While painting I bounced back and forth between the photos and drawings as

references.

The restaging of my memories and the scenes formed in my head helped place me back

into these moments, rekindling those memories, and reminding me of certain feelings. When

sorting through my ideas for these pieces, I chose memories representing specific moments

relating to the development of my sexual identity.

The clothing and its patterning was meant to personalize the characters, to make them

feel real. The various patterns worked to excite and activate the canvas, as well as keep the

paintings challenging while I worked. Some patterns were chosen because I felt they related to or

juxtaposed the subject matter of the painting. The colors chosen also have associations to

specific memories, either in the feelings they are connected to or the objects involved.



Fostering positive messages about queer adolescent attraction is important for

counteracting harmful social stigma. Without positive messages about self-worth, queer youth

will experience challanges when it come to intimacy, self-esteem and developing fulfilling

relationships. The ability to form intimate, emotional connections is essential, so doing what we

can to push back and replace homonegativity is necessary.

While making this work I thought a lot about my past self, my younger self. What impact

would these paintings have on her? What would she think of them? Through the creation

process, I leafed through her thoughts and memories, using my future perspective to evaluate her

actions and emotions that she simply could not make sense of at the time. I channeled a lot of her

into these paintings. I

used this work to process past experiences. Coming to realizations about my sexuality

made so many moments from my life that didn't make sense suddenly clear.

When others view these paintings I hope to awaken their own memories. Reminding

them of their own connections with loved ones. I believe my younger self would have benefitted

from seeing this work, I hope others might too.

Painting these figures in these situations gave me a way to recognize the fears I still hold

on to as well the wonderful experiences I have had by letting them go. Making this work was a

way to celebrate my own relationships and friendships but also all love between women, and the

thrilling sensations that come with being close to someone. It also gave me a chance to evaluate

the ways internalized shame and its subsequent unlearning has affected my relationships.

Joy and shame can exist at the same time, but allowing yourself to feel that joy pushes

aside the guilt. Pulling away from thoughts of internalized homonegativity is something to be



celebrated. It is necessary to teach yourself that nothing is wrong with what you feel or desire. To

love and to be loved is perhaps one of the greatest things we can experience.

I don't quite see this body of work as complete, I think I have it in me to make at least

five more paintings following similar themes, perhaps moving into more recent experiences, so

stay tuned. Thank you again everyone for being here today, I can now take questions.
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